Pramod sir presentation Vidhyashri Grammar chart useful 12th exam
• Structure
•
Example
•
I can convince her
Sub+am is are+can ps able todjk +sentence
•
I am able to convince her
•
I cannot convince her
Sub+am is are+cannot ps unable to djk +sent.
•
I am unable to convince her
•
Chandan could be serious
Sub+was were+could ps able to djk +sent
•
Chandan was able to be serious
•
Chandan could not be serious
Sub+ was were +could not ps able to djk +sent
•
Chandan was unable to be serious

You will look at the criticism
You are going to look at the criticism
I shall smash you
I am going to smash you
Dell want to sell 1000Pc a per month
Dell is going to sell 1000Pc a per month

Make it Going to:
Sub+ am,is,are +shall will want to ps going to djk +sent

Make it used to :

Sub+ would psused to djk +sent

•
•
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I would get up early dawn
I used to get up early dawn
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Make it Remove too {habitual action in the past}
▪
▪

Sub+ too pk so djk +sent +to pk that djk +sub +am is
are vlsy rj Cannot \will not?;k\was were are vlsy rj
could not did not + ?;k sent.

Make it add a question tag
Positive: - Sent+,+ H.V.+ n’t +sub?
Negative: - Sent+,+ H.V.+ +sub?
Without H.V.:- Sent+,+ do does did+n’t.+ +sub?
Imperative: - Sent+,+ shall we \ will you ?
Let :-us –shall we\ me –shall \you-will you
Him –will he\ her -will she\it -will it

H.V.+ sub + positive X Negative + sentence +?
Negative X positive
o
o
o
o

Anything x
Nobody x
No one x
Never x

He was too cruel to spare of Jew
He was so cruel that he could not
spare of Jew

•
•
•
•
•

She is speaking the truth, isn’t it?
She is not speaking the truth, is it?
He reached there, didn’t he?
Start the movement, will you?
Let us go there, shall we?

•
•

S he is nothing wrong
Is she anything wrong?

Nothing
Anybody
Anyone
Ever

o\s +am ,is are was were+ IIIrd +by etc
o\s + have has had +been+ IIIrd +by etc

o\s + shall, will, should, would, can , could, may,
might ,must +be+ IIIrd +by etc
o\s +am ,is are was were+ being +IIIrd +by etc

Dell secure a good knowledge
A good knowledge is secured by Dell
Dell had secured a good knowledge
A good knowledge had been secured by
Dell
Dell had will secure a good knowledge
A good knowledge will be secured by Dell
Dell is securing a good knowledge
A good knowledge is being secured by Dell

o\s +do not does not vlsyrj am ,is arenot\did not
vlsyrj was werenot+ IIIrd +by etc

Dell did not secure a good knowledge
A good knowledge was not secured by
Dell

o\s +have to has to had to +be + IIIrd +by etc

you have to solve the problems
The problems have to be solved by you

Let + object +be +IIIrd

Start the movement
Let the movement be started
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Chang the Degree
C.D. :- sub +H.V.+ the dk<k + est pk er+ than any
other +sentence
P.D. ;- no other + sent. +H.V.+ as-------as+ sub
C.D. :- sub + H.V.+ the dk<k + most pk more+ than
any other +sentence
P.D. ;- No other + sent. +H.V.+as-------as+ sub

S.D.:-He was the wisest man in Athens
C.D. :- He was wiser than any other man in
Athens
No other man in Athens was as wise as he
S.D. Dell is the most popular in U.S.A
S.D Dell is more popular than any other
in U.S.A
No other in U.S.A is as popular as Dell

C.D. :- sub + H.V.+ one of the dk<k + est pk er+ than
most other +sentence
P.D. ;-very few other + sent. +H.V is vlsy rj aaare \ was
vlsy rj were +as-------as+ sub

He was one of the greatest man in the
town
He was greater than most other man in
the town
Very few other man in the town were as
great as he

C.D. :- sub + H.V.+ one of the dk<k + Most pk More+
than most other +sentence
P.D. ;-very few other + sent. is vlsy rj aa are \ was vlsy
rj + were +as-------as+ sub

S.D. Dell is one of the most popular in
U.S.A
S.D Dell is more popular than most
other in U.S.A
very few other in U.S.A are as popular
as Dell

Than + sentence+ H.V.+ not so -----as +sub.

Pune is coor than Mumbai

Model Auxiliary
Model
can
Could
May
Might
Must
Ought to
Will
Should
Would\used to
Need
Dare
May

Function \attitude
Ability
Capacity
Possibility/permission
Less possibility
Obligation / compulsion
Obligation/ moral duty
Certainty
Advice, suggestion
Habitual action in the past
necessity
Have the courage
Less certainty

Tense
Sr. no

lqpuk%&fnysys Function \attitude uqlkj Model Auxiliary cny
djkok

You have to trust that dots will somehow connect
in your future.[ showing obligation]
-You must trust that dots will somehow connect
in your future.
You should leave your newspaper and your toilet
the way you expect to find it [ability]
You can leave your newspaper and your toilet
the way you expect to find it
Child will fearlessly try before giving up
[less certain]

Present

Past

Simple

Sub +V1 + object

Child may fearlessly try before giving up
Sub +shall \ will +v1 +object
Sub +V2+ object

Example

They watch a cricket match

They watched a cricket match
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Future
They will watch a cricket
match
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Continuous
Example
Perfect
Example
Perfect
continuous
Example

Sub +am is are +v-ing+
object
They are watching a cricket
match
Sub+ have has+v3 +object

Sub +was were +v-ing+ object

They have watched a
cricket match
Sub+ have has+ been +v-ing
+object
They have been watching a
cricket match

They had watched a cricket
match
Sub+ had +been +v-ing +object

They were watching a cricket
match
Sub+ had +v3 +object

They had been watching a
cricket match

Sub +shall\ will +be +v-ing+
object
They will be watching a
cricket match
Sub+ shall will-have+v3
+object
They will havewatched a
cricket match
Sub+ shall\will+ have
+been +v-ing +object
They will have been
watched a cricket match

As soon as\ No sooner –than \ Hardly when
As soon as +sent,+,+sent.[ when ,as, immediately
dk<k ]

•

No sooner +H.V ulsy rj do does did ?;kos ]+ sub
+sent,+ than+ okD;

•

Hardly had + sub +v3+ sent + when +sentence

•

•
•

•

•

The teacher enters the class, the student will
stand up.
As soon as The teacher enters the class, the
student will stand up.
As soon as The teacher enters the class, the
student will stand up.
No sooner does the teacher enter the class,
than the student will stand up .
Hardly had the teacher entered the class when
the student will stand up .

Gerund ing
Infinitive to [ing vlsy rj to?;kos to vlsy rj ing ]

•
•

Walking is the best exercise
To walk is the best exercise

•
•

I like to swim .
I like swimming

Exclamatory
•
•
•
•
•

A, an vlsy rj what \ulsy rj – How +fo dk<k +fo urjps okD; + Sub + H.V. +! \\\ so, great,
extremely ,indeed tremendous ,simply, nicely gs fo dk<kos
He was a very brave lad
Ans. What a brave lad he was!
Tibet is extremely cold in winter season
Ans . How cold in winter season Tibet is!

Not only –but also \ both—and \ as well as

❖ Sub+ H.V. + not only + sentence +but also + sentence
❖ He was short –tempered .He was impatient ---❖

He was not only short –tempered but also impatient

❖ Both ----and

❖ Sub+ H.V. +both,+ sentence +and + sentence
❖ He was short –tempered and impatient
❖ He was both, short –tempered and impatient

❖ As well as
❖ Sub+ H.V. + sentence +as well as + sentence
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❖ He was short –tempered and impatient
❖ He was short –tempered as well as impatient

Not only –but also
• Sub+ H.V. + not only + sentence +but also + sentence
He was short –tempered .He was impatient ---He was not only short –tempered but also impatient

Both ----and

• Sub+ H.V. +both,+ sentence +and + sentence
He was short –tempered and impatient
He was both, short –tempered and impatient

As well as

• Sub + H.V. + sentence + as well as + sentence
He was short –tempered and impatient
He was short –tempered as well as impatient

,soth neither +sentence nor sentencelekukFkh 'kCn dk<k
1] It is not interesting. It is not useful
Ans :- It is neither interesting nor useful
2] I did not write novel , I did not read drama
Ans :- I neither wrote novel nor I read drama
Sub+ H.V.+ not

Unless – if not

Unless –if + sub+ H.V.+ [do does did]+ not +sentence
•
•

Unless he is not satisfied he will be poor.
If he is not satisfied he will be poor.

•
•

Unless you play , you don’t improve
if you do not play , you don’t improve
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